ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR HEADQUARTERS
Instructions
For the following questions answer them individually

Question 1
The Headquarters of Asian Development Bank is at?

A Switzerland
B Philippines
C Italy
D Singapore

Answer: B

Explanation:
The correct answer is B

Question 2
Where is Headquarters of International Labor Organization located?

A New York, USA
B Paris, France
C Vienna, Austria
D Geneva, Switzerland

Answer: D

Explanation:
The correct answer is D

Question 3
The World Bank has its Headquarters at

A Geneva
B Washington
C France
D New York

Answer: B

Explanation:
The correct answer is B

Question 4
The Headquarters of North Atlantic Treaty Organization is in

A Brussels
B London
C New York
D Paris
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**Question 5**
The Headquarters of International Maritime Organization is located in?

A  California  
B  Kathmandu  
C  London  
D  Vienna  
**Answer: C**

**Explanation:**  
The correct answer is C

**Question 6**
The Headquarters of World Chess Federation is at?

A  Austria  
B  Greece  
C  Switzerland  
D  United States  
**Answer: B**

**Explanation:**  
The correct answer is B

**Question 7**
Where is Headquarters of United Nations Education Scientific & Cultural Organization located?

A  Paris  
B  Vienna  
C  New York  
D  Geneva  
**Answer: A**

**Explanation:**  
The correct answer is A

**Question 8**
United Nations Organization has its Headquarters at

A  Paris  
B  California
Question 9
The Headquarters of Organization for Economic Cooperation & Development is in

A Vienna
B Brussels
C Washington
D Paris

Answer: D
Explanation: The correct answer is D

Question 10
The Headquarters of Food & Agricultural Organization is located in?

A Vienna
B Rome
C Dubai
D London

Answer: B
Explanation: The correct answer is B

Question 11
The Headquarters of SAARC is at?

A Kathmandu
B Dubai
C London
D Brussels

Answer: A
Explanation: The correct answer is A

Question 12
Where is Headquarters of United Nations Children’s Fund located?

A Beijing
B Rome
C California
D New York
Answer: D

Explanation:
The correct answer is D

Question 13
United Nations Conference on Trade & Development has its Headquarters at

A Beijing
B Singapore
C Geneva
D California
Answer: C

Explanation:
The correct answer is C

Question 14
The Headquarters of Association of South East Nations (ASEAN) is in

A Vienna
B Jakarta
C Beijing
D London
Answer: B

Explanation:
The correct answer is B

Question 15
The Headquarters of United Nations Industrial Development Organisation is located in

A Vienna
B Washington
C Paris
D California
Answer: A

Explanation:
The correct answer is A

Question 16
The Headquarters of World Trade Organization is at?
Question 17
Where is Headquarters of United Nations Populations Fund located?

A Singapore  
B Washington  
C Paris  
D New York  
Answer: D
Explanation:  
The correct answer is D

Question 18
International Atomic Energy Agency has its Headquarters at

A Washington  
B Vienna  
C Geneva  
D New York  
Answer: B
Explanation:  
The correct answer is B

Question 19
The Headquarters of New Development Bank (BRICS) is in

A Shanghai  
B London  
C Brussels  
D Paris  
Answer: A
Explanation:  
The correct answer is A
Question 20
The Headquarters of World Health Organization is located in?

A  Jakarta
B  London
C  Geneva
D  New York

Answer: C

Explanation:
The correct answer is C.